
 

 

PRODUCING STOP-MOTION ANIMATION 
FROM CREATIVE WRITING 
LESSON OVERVIEW 
Students will choose toy characters and will write a creative story about a journey upon which their characters embark.  They will use a storyboard 
template to transform their stories into a video planning script.  They will use mobile devices and PicPac (a free app) to capture their stories and create 
stop-motion animation videos. 

STANDARDS 

IL.26.B.3d 
Visual Arts: Demonstrate knowledge and skills to create 2- and 3-dimensional works and time arts (e.g., film, animation, video) that are realistic, 
abstract, functional and decorative. 

IL.26.B.4d 
Visual Arts: Demonstrate knowledge and skills that communicate clear and focused ideas based on planning, research and problem solving. 

IL.SEL.31C.4a 
Identify strategies to make use of resources and overcome obstacles to achieve goals. 

IL-ISBE-ELA-CC-2010.K-12.W.R.3 
Text Types and Purposes: Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, well-chosen details, and well-
structured event sequences. 

IL-ISBE-ELA-CC-2010.K-12.W.R.5 
Production and Distribution of Writing: Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach. 

IL-ISBE-ELA-CC-2010.K-12.SL.1 

Comprehension and Collaboration: Prepare for and participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations with diverse partners, building 
  

IL-ISBE-ELA-CC-2010.K-12.SL.5 

Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas: Make strategic use of digital media and visual displays of data to express information and enhance understanding 
of presentations.  

NETS-S-2007.1  
Creativity and Innovation: Students demonstrate creative thinking, construct knowledge, and develop innovative products and processes using 
technology. 

NETS-S-2007.2 
Communication and Collaboration: Students use digital media and environments to communicate and work collaboratively, including at a distance, to 
support individual learning and contribute to the learning of others. 

OBJECTIVES 
 Students will discuss the job of a writer, the importance of writing, and potential uses for writing. 

 Students will write a story about a character s journey and how the character overcomes an obstacle. 

 Students will transform their writing into a storyboard to plan out their videos. 



 

 Students will create a stop-motion animation video based on their writing and storyboard. 

 Students will engage in a class movie premiere and will discuss each other s work. 

MATERIALS 
 Storyboard Template 

 Bendable figurines, action figures, dolls, or other small toy characters 

 Cardboard or boxes (i.e. cereal boxes, shoe boxes, discarded boxes) 

 Maps, toys, and other items that can be used for background scenes and objects 

 Tape 

 Colorful paper 

 Tablets or phones 

 PicPac (free app for mobile devices for lite version, which is sufficient for this lesson) 

PROCEDURES 
1. Explain to the students that they will be writing a story about their chosen characters.  Each group can pick one or more characters and set 

design materials, depending on what they bring or what is available to them.   
2. Have the students write a story detailing a journey on which their characters have embarked.  Suggestions for the assignment include that 

the main character must encounter another character, engage in dialogue, and overcome an obstacle or resolve an issue. 
3. Have the students discuss their writing.  
4. Facilitate a class discussion around some of the following questions to emphasize the importance of writing and its potential uses.   

o Why is writing an important skill? 
o Can writing influence how we think about an issue? 
o Does writing help us learn? 
o Can our writing impact others? 
o How is writing used in different jobs? 
o How do we make a story interesting? (unity of elements, logical structure and relationships, emphasis on the right content, 

clarity, and interest or relevance to the intended audience) 
o How can we make our writing better? (i.e. acquire feedback from others and revise as necessary) 
o For what purposes do people use writing?  (i.e. communication of ideas, social media posting and commenting, storytelling, 

writing letters/contracts/papers, composing songs with lyrics, creating websites, making videos, etc.) 
5. Tell the students that they will be turning their writings into a video.   
6. Facilitate a class discussion on the different types of jobs involved with creating videos and their roles in the movie-making process: writer, 

screen play writer, director, producer, videographer, photographer, video editor, set designer, lighting technician, musician, makeup artist, 
special effects specialist, hair stylist, costume designer, etc. 

7. Tell the students that they can work in groups to complete their storyboard and then create their own video using stop-motion animation. 
8. Look at examples of inspiring stop-motion animation videos. 

http://youtu.be/Ovvk7T8QUIU?list=FLziSYid7Nj0wUGh52T2hQzQ  
http://youtu.be/qBjLW5_dGAM?list=FLziSYid7Nj0wUGh52T2hQzQ  
http://youtu.be/mwX7uEiEWx4?list=FLziSYid7Nj0wUGh52T2hQzQ  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tkq2Kq-LmJg  

9. While the students are working on their storyboards, install PicPac on the mobile devices if it is not already installed and provide guidance as 
needed with the storyboards.   

10. To create the stop-motion animation videos, have the students use the camera on the mobile devices to take a series of pictures for their 
story.   

11. Open the PicPac app and do the following 
o Choose Local Photos.  
o Tap the pictures to include and click the right arrow.  
o Tap and hold to rotate or duplicate any pictures as needed.  Duplicating will make it last longer than other images in the video. 
o Tap the right arrow when ready. 
o Enter a Title, set the duration of each picture, and click Create Video. 
o Tap record to add narration or click search online (if connected to Wi-Fi) to select free music that is available. 
o Choose a sharing or saving option.  Usually, clicking the disk icon to save to the device and then syncing the devices, saving the 

file to a class drive, or using a USB cable to retrieve the file on the teacher s computer are possible options. 
12. Have a movie watching premiere session to allow all the groups to see each other Have each group present their video and have the 

class comment afterward on the character development, message of the video, and techniques used or that could be used.   

https://smartspaceniu.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/storyboard-template.pdf
http://youtu.be/Ovvk7T8QUIU?list=FLziSYid7Nj0wUGh52T2hQzQ
http://youtu.be/qBjLW5_dGAM?list=FLziSYid7Nj0wUGh52T2hQzQ
http://youtu.be/mwX7uEiEWx4?list=FLziSYid7Nj0wUGh52T2hQzQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tkq2Kq-LmJg
https://smartspaceniu.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/storyboard-template.pdf


 

STUDENT MULTIMEDIA PRODUCT RUBRIC 
 Target (3) Meets (2) Partially Meets (1) Does Not Meet (0) 

Composition 
(Considers Use of 
Multimedia) 

Effectively demonstrates 
understanding of designing 
with multimedia 
components for a specific 
purpose. 

Demonstrates 
understanding of designing 
with some of the 
multimedia components 
for a specific purpose but 
one of the multimedia 
components (audio, 
visuals, web-based 
content, etc.) does not 
reinforce the purpose. 

Attempts to demonstrate 
understanding of designing 
with multimedia 
components but the 
product provides limited 
evidence of this 
knowledge. 

Does not demonstrate 
understanding of designing 
with multimedia 
components. 

Use of Visuals 

Inventively and successfully 
chooses visuals that 
produce a work that 
creates great visual interest 
and serves support the 
content. 

Appropriately chooses 
visuals that produce a work 
that creates visual interest. 

Chooses visuals but most 
work against the content. 

Does not choose 
appropriate visuals. 

Use of Audio 

Inventively and successfully 
chooses or creates audio to 
produce a work with great 
audial interest; the audio 
supports the content. 

Appropriately chooses 
audio to produce a work 
with audial interest, but 
the audio only somewhat 
supports the content. 

Chooses audio but the 
choice does not support the 
content.   

Does not choose 
appropriate audio. 

Product Content 

The product relates well to 

message, and the message 
is apparent to the 
audience. 

The product mostly relates 

message, and the message 
is somewhat apparent to 
the audience. 

The product partially 

intended message, and the 
message is confusing to the 
audience. 

The product does not relate 
ed 

message, and the message 
is not at all clear to the 
audience. 

Requirements 

Meets all of the 
requirements for the 
project. 

Meets most of the 
requirements for the 
project. 

Meets some of the 
requirements for the 
project. 

Does not meet the 
requirements for the 
project. 

Relation to Curricular 
Content 

Demonstrates an advanced 
understanding of the 
curricular content covered 
in class related to this 
project. 

Demonstrates an adequate 
understanding of the 
curricular content covered 
in class related to this 
project. 

Demonstrates limited 
understanding of the 
curricular content covered 
in class related to this 
project. 

Does not demonstrate an 
understanding of the 
curricular content covered 
in class related to this 
project. 

Total    /18 

 

 


